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Abstract
We show that any matrix perturbation of an n×n nilpotent complex matrix is similar to a matrix perturbation
whose leading coe-cient has minimal Jordan structure. Additionally, we derive the property that, for matrix
perturbations with minimal leading Jordan structure, the su-cient conditions of Lidskii’s perturbation theorem
for eigenvalues are necessary too. It is further shown how minimality can be obtained by computing a similarity
transform whose entries are polynomials of degree at most n. This relies on an extension of both Lidskii’s
theorem and its Newton diagram-based interpretation.
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1. Introduction
Let A() = A0 + A1 + O(2) be an n × n matrix perturbation of a nilpotent matrix A0 over C.
Assuming that the Jordan canonical form of the leading matrix A0 is known from the outset, Lidskii
[18] provided su-cient conditions on some entries of A1 for A() to admit rm eigenvalues with order
O(1=m) (or 1=m-eigenvalues) when A0 has r nilpotent Jordan blocks with size m; he further showed
how to recover the associated leading coe-cients from these particular entries exclusively. However,
though generically satis?ed, Lidskii’s conditions are not necessary and the same eigenvalue splitting
may occur for some other leading Jordan structures. In a sense, such leading Jordan structures are
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misleading. Consider for example the 5 × 5 matrix perturbations A() and A˜() = P()−1A()P()
given by
A() =


0 1
0 1
 0 1
 0 
− 0

 ; A˜() =


0 1
0 1
 0 
0 1
 0

 ; P() =


1
1
1

−1 1


:
Both A() and A˜() have the same characteristic polynomial p(; )=(3−)(2−) and, in particular,
A() has three 1=3-eigenvalues and two 1=2-eigenvalues. However, using Arnold’s compact notation
[1] to denote by 0m an m×m nilpotent Jordan block and by (0m)r the nilpotent Jordan structure that
consists of r such blocks, we see that A0 =040 does not give any insight on the eigenvalue splitting
for A(). In that sense, the leading Jordan structure of A() is misleading. On the other hand, this
example shows that there is a matrix A˜() similar to A() whose leading matrix A˜0 = 0302 matches
the eigenvalue splitting (3; 2).
The goal of this paper is twofold. First, we want to identify the matrix perturbations whose
leading Jordan structure is nonmisleading, i.e., the matrix perturbations for which Lidskii’s su-cient
conditions are also necessary. It is shown that this is the class of matrix perturbations whose leading
Jordan form is minimal for lexicographic ordering. For an A() in this class, all its eigenvalue
?rst-order terms whose exponent is the inverse of a positive integer can therefore be recovered
from A0 and A1 by applying (an extension of) Lidskii’s perturbation theory. Second, we show that
the observation made on the above example is true in the general n-dimensional case: any matrix
perturbation A() of a nilpotent matrix A0 can be reduced by means of a similarity transform P()
to a matrix perturbation whose leading Jordan structure is minimal. This de?nes a reduced form
for square matrix perturbations: the invariants of A() displayed by such a reduced form are all the
eigenvalue leading terms of A() of the form  with −1 ∈N∗, the set of positive integers. We
further establish that, even in the case where A() is a formal power series matrix, it is possible to
?nd a similarity transform P() with polynomial entries in  of degree at most n.
The main tools for deriving our results are (1) the Newton diagram associated with (the charac-
teristic polynomial of) a matrix perturbation and (2) the Newton envelope associated with its lead-
ing matrix. The concept of Newton diagram is classic when solving bivariate algebraic equations
[28,5,26] and has also proved extremely useful in matrix perturbation theory [3,14,6,20,19,13,12].
On the other hand, the notion of Newton envelope was introduced recently by Moro et al. in [20] in
order to revisit Lidskii’s theory and to handle some nongeneric situations this theory fails to account
for. It is the natural complement to the Newton diagram of a matrix perturbation. We extend this
notion further by introducing other, more speci?c, approximations of the Newton diagram which
are conceptually close to the discrete orientation polytopes of [15]. However, as far as we know, it
is the ?rst time that such geometric objects are used in the context of the eigenvalue perturbation
problem. Note also that in his graph theoretical approach [22], Murota uses the Newton diagram but
is not concerned with matrix similarity.
In order for our results to hold in the general case of an arbitrary nilpotent leading matrix
A0, we extend both Lidskii’s perturbation theory and the Newton diagram-based interpretation by
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Moro et al. The results presented here therefore improve upon [18,20,12] in the sense that the Jordan
canonical form of A0 needs not be known from the outset. All we suppose is that A0 is nilpotent,
a case to which we can always reduce according to [13].
Our approach is also in contrast to Arnold’s normal form [1,16] where A() is normalized by
smooth similarities that keep A0 unchanged. On the contrary, advantage is taken of the various leading
Jordan forms that are possible when applying a formal similarity transform to A(). Furthermore, we
ensure that such a similarity transform does not introduce any fractional power of the parameter ,
contrary to the reduction process of [4] in the nilpotent case.
Since we relate eigenvalue leading exponents to the inverse of some Jordan block sizes, we are
not concerned with eigenvalues of the form  where −1 is not an integer; this corresponds to
two cases: either ∈N\{0; 1} or  = = with gcd(; ) = 1, ¿ 2, ¿ 2. The former case is
handled in [13], using techniques developed for computing formal solutions of linear diMerential
systems [21,9,11,17,23,2,24]. The latter case was already mentioned by Wilkinson in [29, p. 80]
( = 2=5) and is partially covered by the Newton diagram analysis of [20]. We will see, how-
ever, that in both cases the minimal leading Jordan structure has at least one Jordan block of size
−1	 and one of size 
−1, therefore providing the best “approximation” possible for such leading
exponents.
We begin our paper considering the structure of the unperturbed matrix A0 in Section 2.1. This
allows to extend Lidskii’s theorem and its Newton diagram-based interpretation by Moro et al. in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. We then introduce the notion of matrix perturbations with minimal
leading Jordan structure in Section 3. Section 3.1 shows that such matrices give an insight into all
the eigenvalue leading terms whose exponent is the inverse of a positive integer. A formula for the
minimal leading Jordan structure is proposed in Section 3.2. We establish in Section 3.3 that every
matrix perturbation is similar to a matrix perturbation whose leading Jordan structure is minimal.
Section 4 covers the possibility of polynomial similarity. A graphical minimization scheme is given
in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we de?ne a set of elementary operations for matrix perturbations.
Such operations are used in Section 4.3 to minimize the leading Jordan structure by means of a
similarity transform which is a polynomial matrix.
2. Matrix perturbations and leading terms of perturbed eigenvalues
Let n denote the set of n × n formal power series matrices in  over C. A matrix A()∈n
thus reads A() =
∑+∞
i=0 Ai
i where the Ai’s are n × n complex matrices. Consider now the roots
() of the characteristic equation det(I − A()) = 0. It is known (see e.g., [14] or [3]) that these
roots can be expanded at  = 0 into Puiseux series. When concerned with such local expansions,
it is therefore natural to view A() as a matrix perturbation of its leading term A0 and we may
write A() = A0 + O(). The leading term of a perturbed eigenvalue () is de?ned by the pair
(; )∈C \ {0} × Q+ such that () =  + o() and we say that () is an -eigenvalue with
leading coe7cient .
The goal of this section is to provide a extended version of both Lidskii’s theorem for the leading
terms of the eigenvalues of A() = A0 + O() [18,20] and its Newton diagram-based interpretation
by Moro et al. [20]. Such an extension heavily relies on the structure of the unperturbed matrix A0,
which we present ?rst.
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2.1. Structure of the leading matrix
Let us partition the n× n complex matrix A0 as
A0 =
[
X 0
Y Z
]
; (1a)
where X and Y are a priori dense matrices with respective dimensions r0× r0 and (n− r0)× r0, and
where Z is the nilpotent Jordan structure of order n− r0
Z = (0n1)r1 · · · (0nq)rq with n1¿ · · ·¿nq: (1b)
(It is implicit in the above notation that r1; : : : ; rq are nonzero, whereas r0¿ 0 only.) Two special
cases should be noted. In the case where r0 = 0, the matrix A0 is the nilpotent Jordan structure Z .
This is the context of the Newton diagram-based analysis of Lidskii’s theorem provided by Moro
et al. [20, p. 807]. In the case where r0 =n (or, equivalently, q=0), the matrix A0 is a dense matrix
whose Jordan form is unknown. The latter situation is important: we may often only know that A0
is nilpotent, without any a priori knowledge of its Jordan structure.
For the remaining part of the paper, we will refer to (1) as the structure of A0 de?ned by
characteristics r0; (r1; n1); : : : ; (rq; nq). Two examples with n= 8 are
A0 =


×
× 0 1
× 0
× 0 1
× 0
× 0
× 0
× 0


; A˜0 =


0 1
0 1
0
0 1
0
0
0
0


:
Here, the structure of A0 is given by q=2, r0 = 1, (r1; n1)= (2; 2), (r2; n2)= (3; 1). For A˜0, we have
q˜= 3, r˜0 = 0, (r˜1; n˜1) = (1; 3), (r˜2; n˜2) = (1; 2), (r˜3; n˜3) = (3; 1).
2.2. A perturbation theorem for eigenvalues
Let us now investigate the link between the structure of A0 and the leading terms of the eigenvalues
of A(). Consider 0-eigenvalues ?rst. It is known (see e.g., [14]) that X in (1) has x nonzero
eigenvalues 1; : : : ; x if and only if A() has x eigenvalues of the form 1()=1 +O(); : : : ; x()=
x +O(). It then follows from Z being nilpotent that the other n− x eigenvalues of A() vanish at
= 0. We may further notice that the number x of the nonzero eigenvalues of X is related to some
minors of X as follows. By de?nition of the determinant of a matrix, the characteristic polynomial of
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X satis?es
det(I − X ) =
r0∑
k=0
(−1)k(k)r0−k ; (2)
where (0) = 1 and where, for 16 k6 r0, (k) is the sum of the principal minors of X with order
k. Hence, x is the largest index k such that the sum (k) is nonzero, and 1; : : : ; x are the roots of
the polynomial
∑x
k=0 (−1)k(k)x−k of degree x.
In order to obtain an insight into -eigenvalues with ¿ 0, let us do the following. Let C be the
n × n complex matrix whose ?rst r0 columns are the ?rst r0 columns of A0 and whose last n − r0
columns are the last n− r0 columns of A1. On the other hand, de?ne the partial sums
sj = r0 + · · ·+ rj for 06 j6 q:
Partitioning C conformally with the structure of A0 into s2q blocks C
kl and denoting by ckl the lower
left corner of each block Ckl, we can form the sj × sj matrices
Lj = [ckl]16k; l6sj for 06 j6 q:
In particular, L0 is the block X of A0. Note further that Lj−1 lies in the upper left corner of Lj. In
the case where r0 = 0, such submatrices of A1 already appear in the work of Vishik and Lyusternik
on diMerential operators [27] and, above all, in Lidskii’s eigenvalue perturbation theorem [18]. Hence
the following de?nition.
Denition 1. For 06 j6 q, we call jth Lidskii submatrix of A() the matrix Lj. Let also j be
the determinant of Lj and, for 06 k6 rj, denote by 
(k)
j the sum of the principal minors of Lj with
order sj−1 + k that contain Lj−1.
Note that j−1=
(0)
j and j=
(rj)
j . Additionally, it follows from identity (2) that the 
(k)
0 ’s and the
(k)’s de?ne the same quantities; in particular, (0)0 =1. Going back to the previous examples, rewrite
the ?rst column of A0 as [♥; ·;♠; ·;♠;♦;♦;♦]T—here, the same symbol can represent diMerent
numerical values—and partition the two 8× 8 matrices A1 and A˜1 as
A1 =


· ♠ · ♠ · ♦ ♦ ♦
· · · · · · · ·
· ♠ · ♠ · ♦ ♦ ♦
· · · · · · · ·
· ♠ · ♠ · ♦ ♦ ♦
· ♦ · ♦ · ♦ ♦ ♦
· ♦ · ♦ · ♦ ♦ ♦
· ♦ · ♦ · ♦ ♦ ♦


A˜1 =


· · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · ·
♥ · · ♠ · ♦ ♦ ♦
· · · · · · · ·
♠ · · ♠ · ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ · · ♦ · ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ · · ♦ · ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ · · ♦ · ♦ ♦ ♦


:
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It follows that the Lidskii submatrices of A0 + A1 and A˜0 + A˜1 are, respectively,
L0 = [♥]; L1 =


♥ ♠ ♠
♠ ♠ ♠
♠ ♠ ♠

 ; L2 =


♥ ♠ ♠ ♦ ♦ ♦
♠ ♠ ♠ ♦ ♦ ♦
♠ ♠ ♠ ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦


and
L˜1 = [♥]; L˜2 =
[♥ ♠
♠ ♠
]
; L˜3 =


♥ ♠ ♦ ♦ ♦
♠ ♠ ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦


:
In this example, the entries of A0, A1 and A˜1 that are relevant when forming the Lidskii submatrices
are denoted by ♥, ♠, ♦, whereas a dot (·) denotes those entries which can be disregarded.
The theorem below provides some su-cient conditions on the sums (k)j for the multiple zero
eigenvalue of the block Z of A0 in (1) to split under perturbation according to the number and the
size of some Jordan blocks of Z . Newton diagram-based proof can be found at the end of Section
2.3.
Theorem 2. Let j∈{1; : : : ; q}. Assuming that at least one of the sums (k)j for 06 k6 rj is
nonzero, let k1, k2 be, respectively, minimal and maximal so that 
(k1)
j = 0 and (k2)j = 0. Then
(i) A() admits (k2 − k1)nj 1=nj -eigenvalues.
(ii) Writing wj = e2i"=nj , the leading terms of these eigenvalues are
(jk)1=njwlj
1=nj ; k = k1 + 1; : : : ; k2; l= 1; : : : ; nj;
where the jk’s denote the roots of the polynomial
∑k2
k=k1 (−1)k
(k)
j 
k2−k and where (jk)1=nj
is one of the nj distinct njth roots of jk .
Lidskii’s theorem for eigenvalues [18] (see also [20, Theorem 2.1, p. 798]) follows from Theorem
2 when r0 = 0 and (k1; k2) = (0; rj). These particular values for k1 and k2 actually correspond to
the typical behavior, for j−1 and j are generically nonzero. This means that in most cases the
zero eigenvalue associated with rj Jordan blocks of order nj splits under perturbation into rjnj
1=nj -eigenvalues. Furthermore, when (k1; k2) = (0; rj), the polynomial
∑rj
k=0(−1)k(k)j rj−k can be
rewritten up to the sign as det(Lj − Ej) with Ej = diag[Osj−1 ; Irj ]. The jk’s, which de?ne the
constants of the eigenvalue leading terms, are therefore the eigenvalues of the Schur complement of
Lj−1 in Lj.
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Using again the structures A0 and A˜0 already introduced as examples, let us illustrate Theorem 2
by choosing the ?rst column of A0 and some matrices A1 and A˜1 as follows. (Underlined ?gures
denote the entries of A1 and A˜1 that correspond to Lidskii submatrices.)
A() =


0
3 0 1
2 0
1 0 1
2 0
3 0
2 0
0 0


+ 


0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 1 1 1 2 0 0
0 2 3 1 1 0 3 1
0 1 1 1 3 1 3 1
0 3 0 1 0 3 0 0
0 2 2 1 0 1 1 1
0 2 0 3 3 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0


(3a)
and
A˜() =


0 1
0 1
0
0 1
0
0
0
0


+ 


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 1 1 1 2 0 0
2 2 3 1 1 0 3 1
1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1
2 3 0 1 0 3 0 0
3 2 2 1 0 1 1 1
2 2 0 3 3 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0


: (3b)
It could be easily veri?ed that these two matrix perturbations actually have the same characteristic
polynomial and hence the same eigenvalues. However, the structure of A˜0 is “better” than the
structure of A0, for Theorem 2 allows to recover more eigenvalue leading terms with the second
matrix perturbation than with the ?rst one. For A(), we have (0)2 = 0, 
(1)
2 = −15, (2)2 = 36
and (3)2 = 0. It then follows from Theorem 2 with j = 2 that A() has one -eigenvalue and that
the corresponding leading term is −12=5. Applying the same theorem to A˜() yields not only the
-eigenvalue (taking j = 3) but also all the 1=3-eigenvalues: one can conclude from ˜(0)1 = 1 and
˜(1)1 = 2 that there are three 
1=3-eigenvalues and that their leading terms are given by 21=3e2i"l=31=3
for l= 1; 2; 3. Note that since r˜0 = 0, Lidskii’s theorem [18] can be applied to A˜(). However, only
the 1=3-eigenvalues will be recovered, the -eigenvalue being missed because ˜(0)3 = 0.
2.3. Newton diagram-based characterization
Following Moro et al. [20], we provide an interpretation of Theorem 2 in terms of the Newton
diagram of A(). Let
p(; ) = det(I − A()) =
n∑
i=0
ai()n−i
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Fig. 1. Newton diagram and envelopes for matrices A() and A˜() of (3).
be the characteristic polynomial of A(). One has a0() = 1 and more generally, for 06 i6 n,
there exists (aˆi; &i)∈C \ {0} × N such that ai() = aˆi&i + O(&i+1) providing that ai() is not
identically zero; we further set &i =+∞ when ai() is zero. The lower boundary of the convex hull
of {(i; &i): 06 i6 n} in the cartesian plane is known as the Newton diagram N associated with
A(). (See e.g., [20,6,3,26].) De?ning the length of a line segment as the length of the projection
of this segment onto the horizontal axis, the Newton diagram thus consists of a ?nite number of
segments with nonnegative rational (possibly in?nite) slopes and nonzero lengths. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Note that the length of the segment with slope +∞ is always equal to n− rank A() and
that (n;+∞) is the rightmost vertex of N when rank A()¡n.
Let ((; ; )∈N × N × N∗ be such that gcd(; ) = 1. The ?rst main property of the Newton
diagram is that A() has ( =-eigenvalues if and only if its Newton diagram N has a segment
S with slope = and length (. Now, xS being the largest index i so that (i; &i) belongs to this
particular segment S, we see that  divides xS − i for all (i; &i)∈S. This allows to associate with
each segment S of N the complex polynomial
pS() =
∑
(i;&i)∈S
aˆi(xS−i)=
of degree (. (See e.g., [7, p. 137].) The second fundamental property of the Newton diagram is as
follows: the leading terms of the ( =-eigenvalues of A() are
(k)1=wl=; k = 1; : : : ; (; l= 1; : : : ; ;
where w = e2i"= and where the k’s are the roots of pS().
For example, if N has a segment, say S, with slope 0, then xS is equal to the number x of the
nonzero eigenvalues 1; : : : ; x of the upper left block X of A0; one may further verify that pS()
is the polynomial
∑x
k=0 (−1)k (k)x−k introduced at the beginning of Section 2.2.
It follows from this simple case that a point of N with ordinate zero has abscissa at most
r0, whatever the perturbative part A() − A0 of A() may be. Theorem 3 below generalizes this
observation by expressing in terms of the characteristics r0; (r1; n1); : : : ; (rq; nq) of the structure of
A0 what the rightmost possible vertices for the Newton diagram of A() are. This approach was
originally proposed by Moro et al. in the case of a nilpotent Jorden structure [20, Theorem 3.1,
p. 807]: an ordinate y being given, what is the maximum possible abscissa x(y) for a vertex
of N?
In order to give the answer in our more general setting, we recall that sj = r0 + · · ·+ rj and we
further de?ne
tj = r0 + r1n1 + · · ·+ rjnj for 06 j6 q:
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Theorem 3. Let j∈{1; : : : ; q} and k ∈{0; : : : ; rj}. If y = sj−1 − r0 + k then x(y) = tj−1 + knj and
the coe7cient of the monomial of p(; ) in yn−x(y) is (−1)sj−1+k(k)j .
Proof. We use the same techniques as in [20, proof of Theorem 3.1, p. 807]. The power y of 
being given, we want to ?nd a sum of minors of det(I −A()) with the smallest power of . There
are four categories for the entries of I − A(): the ’s, the −×’s coming from the ?rst r0 columns
of −A0, the −1’s coming from the Jordan blocks of the last n− r0 columns of −A0 and the  terms.
First, we choose an A() so that y can be formed by using y entries of A1. By de?nition of the
determinant, it thus remains to take n−y terms among the −×, −1 and  terms in such a way that
the number of ’s we use is minimum. One has n−y=z−×+z−1+z where z−× denotes the number
of −× terms, etc. The ?rst time we take a −1 term, this removes two  terms and then any choice
of another −1 term in the same Jordan block removes only one  term. Furthermore, every choice of
a −× term removes a  term. If zb is the number of distinct blocks, one has zb+ z−1 + z−×+ z6 n
or, equivalently, zb6y. Hence, we choose the ?rst y largest Jordan blocks. Since z−×6 r0 we then
choose r0 −× terms. In the case where k = rj, one has y= r1 + · · ·+ rj and we eventually remove
the ?rst tj= r0+ r1n1+ · · ·+ rjnj lambdas of −I . Consequently, x(y)= tj and the coe-cient of ytj
in det(I − A()) is (−1)sjj. In the case where k ¡ rj, we choose the ?rst r1 + · · ·+ rj−1 largest
Jordan blocks and then one can complete by taking k Jordan blocks of order nj. This amounts to
removing tj−1 + knj lambdas and thus x(y) = tj−1 + knj. The several ways of choosing k blocks
among the rj blocks of order nj lead to the coe-cient (−1)sj−1+k(k)j .
Now, let P(k)0 = (k; 0) for 06 k6 r0 and let
P
(k)
j = (tj−1 + knj; sj−1 − r0 + k) for 06 k6 rj and 16 j6 q:
Writing Pj =P
(rj)
j , the Newton envelope E of A0 is then de?ned as the diagram formed by succes-
sively connecting the points (0; 0);P0; : : : ;Pq. (The term of Newton envelope was coined by Moro
et al. in [20, p. 808].) Thus, Theorem 3 means that, structure (1) of A0 being given, the Newton
diagram of any perturbation A() of A0 has no point lying below the Newton envelope E(A0) asso-
ciated with this structure. Furthermore, the regularity of the Lidskii submatrices used in Theorem 2
can be characterized graphically as follows.
Corollary 4. Let j∈{0; : : : ; q} and k ∈{0; : : : ; rj}. The sum (k)j is nonzero if and only if the point
P
(k)
j of the envelope also lies on the Newton diagram.
For example, one can see by computing the characteristic polynomials of A() and A˜() in (3)
that they yield for 06 i6 n the same set of (i; &i)’s: these pairs are (0; 0), (1; 1), (2; 1), (3; 1),
(4; 2), (5; 3), (6; 3), (7; 4), (8; 6). Hence, the common Newton diagram shown in Fig. 1 together
with Newton envelopes E = E(A0) and E˜ = E(A˜0). We see on this example that a “better” leading
structure corresponds to a higher envelope.
Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 further yield the following proof of Theorem 2.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 2): The (i) part follows from Corollary 4. For the (ii) part, we explicit
in Theorem 3 the coordinates of the rightmost possible vertices for the Newton diagram and show
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that they correspond to some particular monomials of the characteristic polynomial of A(). It then
follows from the de?nition of Lidskii submatrices that the sum of these monomials for a particular
j∈{1; : : : ; q} and from k1 to k2 is equal, up to the sign, to the polynomial
∑k2
k=k1 (−1)k
(k)
j 
k2−k .
With this approach, A0 and thus the envelope are given, whereas all the possible perturbations A()
with an imposed structure r0; (r1; n1); : : : ; (rq; nq) for A0 and thus all the possible Newton diagrams
are considered. This de?nes n(E), the set of n× n matrix perturbations having the same envelope
E. In the next section, we adopt the opposite view: instead of looking for the “lowest possible
diagram compatible with the given [Jordan] structure” of A0 [20, p. 807], we consider the highest
possible envelope compatible with the Newton diagram of a given A().
3. Matrix perturbations with minimal leading Jordan structure
Let n(N) be the set of n × n matrix perturbations whose Newton diagram is N. For the
remaining part of this paper we will assume that N has positive slopes only, i.e., the leading matrix
of every element of n(N) is nilpotent.
Following [8] we associate with an n × n nilpotent Jordan structure J its SegrSe characteristics,
i.e., the integer partition of n that lists in nonincreasing order the sizes of the blocks of J . We
may therefore regard two nilpotent Jordan structures as identical if they diMer only in the way their
diagonal blocks are ordered. This further allows to compare any two n×n nilpotent Jordan structures
with lexicographic ordering for integer tuples. Consider the set of the leading Jordan structures of the
elements of n(N). It follows from well-known facts about integer partitions (see e.g., [25, p. 28])
that this set is ?nite and lower bounded by the n× n zero matrix. Let us denote by Jmin its unique
minimum. We say that the matrix perturbation set n(N) has minimal leading Jordan structure
Jmin. We also say that a given A()∈n with Newton diagram N is a matrix perturbation with
minimal leading Jordan structure when A0 = Jmin.
3.1. Main property
Matrix perturbations with minimal leading Jordan structure enjoy the property that Lidskii’s su--
cient conditions of Theorem 2 are also necessary. This result is stated in Corollary 7 below; in order
to derive it, let us characterize Jmin graphically by re?ning the notion of Newton envelope of Section
2.3. We de?ne the highest Newton envelope compatible with N as follows: one can partition N
into groups of segments with slopes comprised in [N−11 ; (N1− 1)−1], [N−12 ; (N2− 1)−1]; : : : for some
positive integers N1¿N2¿ · · ·. The ith group is best lower bounded by two segments, say, SNi
and SNi−1, whose slopes are N
−1
i and (Ni − 1)−1, respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where
we denote by ij=ij and (ijij the slope and length of the jth segment of the ith group. Note that
the lengths Nixi and (Ni − 1)yi are given by the unique solution (xi; yi)∈N∗ ×N of[
1 1
Ni Ni − 1
][
xi
yi
]
=
∑
j
(ij
[
ij
ij
]
: (4)
Connecting the SNi ’s and SNi−1’s yields a convex polygon line. Hence the de?nition below.
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Fig. 2. Best approximation of segments of N with slopes {2=3; 3=4} ⊂ [1=2; 1] by segments with slope 12 and 1.
Denition 5. The tightest lower convex approximation of N by means of segments with slope in
{1=i: i∈N∗} is called the highest Newton envelope compatible with N. We denote it by Emax.
Of course, the maximal value for i in the above set of admissible slopes is 
s−16 n where s is
the smallest slope of N. Let us now characterize Jmin graphically.
Theorem 6. The minimal leading Jordan structure associated with n(N) de<nes the highest New-
ton envelope compatible with N.
Proof. First, there exists A()∈n(N) so that E(A0) =Emax. To see that, it is su-cient to choose
for A() the block diagonal matrix whose ith block A(i)() corresponds to the ith group of segments
of N as follows. With the same notation as in (4), let (xij; yij)∈N∗×N be the unique solution of[
1 1
Ni Ni − 1
][
xij
yij
]
= (ij
[
ij
ij
]
:
De?ne A(ij)()=(0Ni)xij(0Ni−1)yij +B(ij) where B(ij)=[B(ijkl)]16k; l6xij+yij is a block matrix partitioned
conformally with A(ij)(0) that satis?es: all the blocks B(ijkl) are zero, except when l= k+1 or when
(k; l)=(xij+yij; 1); in these cases, the only nonzero entry of the block is its lower left corner, which
is set to 1. Hence, A(ij)() has (ijij ij=ij -eigenvalues and we take A() = Diag[A(ij)()]i; j. Then it
is not hard to verify that E(A0) = Emax implies A0 = Jmin.
An example of highest envelope is the Newton envelope E˜ in Fig. 1. The matrix perturbation
given by (3b) has therefore minimal leading Jordan structure.
By de?nition of Emax, every segment of N whose slope is the inverse of a positive integer
belongs to a segment of Emax. Combining Corollary 4 and Theorem 6 therefore yields the result
below.
Corollary 7 (Converse of Theorem 2(i)). Let A()∈n be a matrix perturbation with minimal lead-
ing Jordan structure of form (1b). Then, if A() has rm 1=m-eigenvalues, there exists j∈{1; : : : ; q}
such that m= nj and r = k2 − k1 with k1 minimal and k2 maximal so that (k1)j = 0 and (k2)j = 0.
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3.2. A formula for the minimal leading Jordan structure
Let v(N) be the set of vertices of the Newton diagram N. In order to explicit the minimal
leading Jordan structure Jmin in terms of v(N), we introduce the integer sequence (1i)i∈N∗ given
by
1i = 2i − i+1 − i−1; i =min{n− k + i&k : (k; &k)∈ v(N)}: (5)
Graphically, the i’s can be interpreted as follows. Let Ni be the diagram deduced from N by
transforming (k; &k)∈ v(N) into (k; n−k+ i&k)∈ v(Ni). Applying the same transform to the vertices
of E= E(Jmin), we obtain the highest Newton envelope Ei compatible with Ni. A segment of N
or E with slope s is thus transformed into a segment of Ni or Ei with the same length but slope
is− 1. By de?nition of the highest envelope, i is therefore the smallest ordinate for the vertices of
both Ni and Ei.
Consider now the 1i’s. They are nonnegative, for the sequence (i+1 − i)i∈N is nonincreasing.
Additionally, it follows from Lemma 8 below that (i1i)i∈N∗ de?nes an integer partition of n and
that (1i)i∈N∗ is zero almost everywhere. Theorems 9 and 10 also rely on this lemma.
Lemma 8. The sequence (1i)i∈N∗ given by (5) satis<es
∞∑
i=j+1
(i − j)1i = n− j for all j∈N:
Proof. Let s¿ 0 be the smallest slope of N and let N = 
s−1. For i¿N , the diagram Ni
therefore has nonnegative slopes only. Equivalently, i = n for all i¿N . Hence, 1i = 0 for i¿N
and intermediate cancellations in the sum yield
∑N
i=j+1 (i− j)1i=−j+(N − j+1)N − (N − j)N+1.
This is n− j.
Theorem 9. Let 1n1 ; : : : ; 1nq be the nonzero values of (1i)i∈N∗ numbered so that n1¿ · · ·¿nq. The
minimal leading Jordan structure associated with n(N) is Jmin = (0n1)1n1 · · · (0nq)1nq .
Proof. Let Jmin = (0m1)r1 · · · (0mp)rp with m1¿ · · ·¿mp. For j∈{1; : : : ; p}, we prove that 1mj = rj
as follows. Denote by (x1; y1), (x2; y2) the cartesian coordinates of the vertices de?ning the segment
of E=E(Jmin) with slope 1=mj. When successively looking at the transformed envelopes Emj−1, Emj
and Emj+1, we see that
mj−1 = n− x2 + (mj − 1)y2;
mj = n− xi + mjyi for i = 1; 2;
mj+1 = n− x1 + (mj + 1)y1:
Writing (x2; y2)=(x1+rjmj; y1+rj) then yields 1mj =y2−y1=rj. On the other hand, it follows from
the rj’s being positive and from m1¿ · · ·¿mp that the 1mj ’s de?ne p out of the q nonzero values
of (1i)i∈N∗ . Since
∑
i∈{m1 ;:::;mp} i1i=n, we conclude that p=q and mj=nj for all j∈{1; : : : ; q}.
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For example, the Newton diagram N of Fig. 1 has vertices (0; 0), (3; 1), (6; 3), (7; 4), (8; 6). It
follows from (5) that 11 = 3, 12 = 1, 13 = 1, 14 =15 = · · ·=0. The minimal leading Jordan structure
associated with 8(N) is thus Jmin = 0302(0)3, i.e., A˜0 in (3b).
3.3. Minimization by similarity
Let A()∈n be given, with Newton diagram N. The goal of this section is to show that the
minimal leading Jordan structure Jmin associated with n(N) is actually the leading coe-cient of a
matrix perturbation similar to A(). Recall that n=C[[]]n×n and consider A()∈n as an element
of C[[]][−1]n×n. The orbit of A() is
O(A()) = {P()−1A()P(): P()∈n; det P() = 0}
for the poles of P() can be removed by multiplying P() with a suitable power of . The set of
the matrix perturbations similar to A() is therefore O(A())∩n(N). (This set simply consists of
the elements of O(A()) which have no pole in .) In this paper, we usually denote such matrices
by A˜().
Let p(; ) =
∑n
k=0 ak()
n−k be the characteristic polynomial associated with O(A()) ∩n(N).
Denoting by val the valuation function with respect to , let further &k = val ak() for 06 k6 n.
It follows from the de?nition of the Newton diagram that the i’s in (5) are also equal to min{n−
k + i&k : 06 k6 n}. Equivalently,
i = val p(; i) for all i∈N:
This equality, together with Theorem 9 and Lemma 8, leads to the following reduction theorem.
Theorem 10. For all A()∈n there exists a nonsingular P()∈n so that P()−1A()P() is a
matrix perturbation with minimal leading Jordan structure.
Proof. Following Moser [21, p. 388], we ?rst reduce to the case where A() has a single invariant
factor. Consider A()∈n as an n × n matrix over the quotient ?eld C[[]][−1] and let F() =
diag[Cf1(); : : : ; Cfl()] be its Frobenius normal form. Here Cfk () denotes the companion matrix
de?ned by the kth invariant factor fk(; ) of A(). (See e.g., [10, pp. 948–949] or [16]). On
the other hand, denote by (1ik)i∈N∗ sequence (5) associated with factor fk(; ). It follows from
p(; )=
∏l
k=1 fk(; ) that val p(; 
i)=
∑l
k=1 val fk(; 
i). Hence 1i=
∑l
k=1 1ik and it is possible
to treat each block of the Frobenius form independently. Finally, a matrix being similar to its
transpose, we are reduced to the case
A() =


0 1
. . . . . .
0 1
−an() · · · −a2() −a1()

 :
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Let us now explicit a similarity D() that transforms A() into B() =D()−1A()D() so that B(0)
coincides with Jmin of Theorem 9. Let
D() = diag[D
(1nq )
q (); : : : ; D(1)q ()| · · · |D(1n1 )1 (); : : : ; D(1)1 ()];
where
D(k)j () = 
1nj+···+1nq−k+1Inj for 16 j6 q and 16 k6 1nj :
It is not hard to see that the ?rst n− 1 rows of B() coincide, at = 0, with the ?rst n− 1 rows of
Jmin (up to ordering). It remains to prove that the last row of B() is identically zero at  = 0. To
do so, partition the last row a˜() = [an(); : : : ; a1()] of −A() conformally with the block structure
of Jmin:
a˜() = [˜a
(1nq )
q (); : : : ; a˜(1)q ()| · · · |˜a(1n1 )1 (); : : : ; a˜(1)1 ()]:
When applied to A(), the similarity D() transforms each subrow −a˜(k)j () of its last row −a˜() into
b˜(k)j ()=−a˜(k)j ()−(1n1+···+1nj−1−k−1). Now, Jmin de?nes an envelope for the Newton diagram of B().
Hence, val a˜
(k)
j ()¿ 1n1 + · · ·+ 1nj−1 + k and thus val b˜(k)j ()¿ 0. This completes the proof.
Theorem 10 therefore de?nes a reduced form for square matrix perturbations. The invariants of
A() displayed by such a reduced form are all the eigenvalue leading terms of A() of the form
 with −1 ∈N∗. (Of course, this reduced form is highly nonunique, for only its leading matrix
is required to be normalized as Jmin.) For example, A() in (3a) can be reduced to A˜() in (3b)
with P()=diag[; I7]. When A() has polynomial entries, its Frobenius normal form is a polynomial
matrix. Finding a reduction matrix P() that is also polynomial is therefore not surprising. This is,
however, still possible in the general case where A() has an in?nite number of matrix coe-cients.
We explain such a possibility in the next section.
4. Minimizing the leading Jordan structure by polynomial similarity
In this section, we restrict ourselves to polynomial similarity: the similarity transforms are non-
singular elements of C[]n×n exclusively.
4.1. Computing the highest Newton envelope iteratively
For A()∈n, let E(0) be the Newton envelope associated with the structure (1) of A0. In the
general case where A0 is dense, E(0) clearly reduces to a segment with slope 0 and length n. With
the de?nition below, we further introduce quantities that give a tighter approximation of the Newton
diagram N of A().
Denition 11. For i¿ 1, let E(i) be the ith Newton envelope ofN, that is, the tightest lower convex
approximation of N by means of segments with slope in {0} ∪ {1=i; 1=(i − 1); : : : ; 12 ; 1}.
Writing N =
s−1 with s the smallest slope ofN, one sees that E(N ) is the highest Newton enve-
lope Emax. Furthermore, the smallest slope of E(i) is 1=i for all 16 i6N , and E(i+1)=E(i) if and only
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if E(i+1) has no segment of slope 1=(i + 1). Equivalently,
E(i+1) = E(i) if and only if i¿N:
Starting with E(0), one can therefore compute Emax iteratively in a ?nite number of steps as described
below:
i ← 0;
Compute E(1);
while E(i+1) = E(i) do
i ← i + 1;
Compute E(i+1);
Return E(i).
A way of computing E(i+1) for i¿ 0 is to deduce E(i+1) from E(i) as follows: we “cut oM” as
much as possible the corner de?ned by the segments of slopes 0 and 1=i, therefore making room
for a new segment whose slope is 1=(i + 1) and whose length is as large as possible. Denoting by
r0; i the length of the segment of E(i) with slope 0, one can think of this process as moving the
parametrized line Li; h of equation x − (i + 1)y = r0; i − h∈N towards N by increasing h until a
vertex or a whole segment of N belongs to Li; h. Denoting by E(i; h) the Newton envelope obtained
after intermediate step (i; h), the step “Compute E(i+1)” in the above algorithm thus decomposes into
E(i) = E(i;0) → E(i;1) → · · · → E(i; h) → E(i; h+1) → · · · → E(i+1): (6a)
An example is shown in Fig. 3 for i=1. More precisely, E(1)=E(1;0) → E(1;1) → E(1;2)=E(2), where
the three stages correspond to the parametrized line of equation x − 2y = 3− h with h∈{0; 1; 2}.
From this corner cutting process, it follows that
E(i; h) = E(i+1) ⇔ N ∩
(
segment of E(i; h) with slope
1
i + 1
)
= ∅; (6b)
and, recalling that N has no zero slope when A0 is nilpotent,
E(i) = Emax ⇔ E(i) has no segment with slope 0: (6c)
Finally, although the segment of E(i) with slope 1=i may completely disappear when deducing E(i+1),
it should be noted that the segments of slope greater than 1=i are the same for E(i) and E(i+1).
Recalling that the sum (k)j was introduced in De?nition 1, we end this section by providing the
matrix counterparts of (6b) and (6c).
Corollary 12. Let A()∈n with A0 nilpotent and let i¿ 0, h¿ 1 be given.
(i) Assume that E(A0) = E(i; h). One has E(A0) = E(i+1) if and only if there exists k ∈{1; : : : ; r1}
such that (k)1 = 0.
(ii) Assume that E(A0) = E(i). One has A0 = Jmin if and only if r0 = 0.
The matrix counterpart of E(i; h) → E(i; h+1) in (6a) is less immediate and will be given in Theorem
13. This result relies on the elementary operations we propose in the next section.
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Fig. 3. Successive envelopes and corresponding leading matrix structures for the Newton diagram of (3).
4.2. Elementary operations for matrix perturbations
We de?ne some constant similarities that can be applied to A() in order to modify its Lidskii
submatrices in various ways without changing the structure (1) of its leading matrix. Such similarities
P thus have the double property that A0 and P−1A0P have the same structure (1) and P−1A1P is
“simpler” than A1 in the sense of the three paragraphs below.
Eliminate on a row of a Lidskii submatrix (“elim”): For j∈{1; : : : ; q}, consider the Lidskii
submatrix Lj and two entries Lj[i; k] = 0, Lj[i; l] such that k ¡ l. Our goal is to show that there
exists a constant similarity P that reduces A() to A˜()=P−1A()P so that A˜0 and A0 have the same
structure and L˜j[i; l] = 0. It is su-cient for our purpose to assume that k corresponds to a Jordan
block of size greater than 1.
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Let &= Lj[i; l]=Lj[i; k] and apply to A() the similarity operation de?ned by
cola(l) ← cola(l) − & cola(k); (7a)
rowa(k) ← rowa(k) + & rowa(l); (7b)
where the ith row or column of Lj has index a(i) in A(). Let us now carefully examine the eMect
of (7) on both Lj and the structure of A0. First, (7a) zeroes Lj[i; l] without modifying the structure
(1) of A0. In particular, if k ¿ r0, the a(k)th column of A0 is identically zero. On the other hand,
(7b) does not perturb the zeroed entry Lj[i; l], for a(k) = a(i) because of the assumption on the
block size. However, (7b) does modify the structure of A0 by adding & to its (a(k); a(l) + 1) entry
(which is initially zero), i.e., to the (1; 2) entry of an oM-diagonal block of Z . This “perturbation”
of A0 can be removed by constant similarity as follows: applying to A() the similarity transform
given by
cola(l)+1 ← cola(l)+1 − & cola(k)+1; (8a)
rowa(k)+1 ← rowa(k)+1 + & rowa(l)+1 (8b)
shifts & from the (a(k); a(l) + 1) entry of A0 to its (a(k) + 1; a(l) + 2) entry. Furthermore, this
does not modify the current Lj, for its entries stem from rows and columns that diMer from those
involved in (8). Since k ¡ l and since the last row of a nilpotent Jordan block is identically zero,
it thus su-ces to iterate with (8) until the ?rst bottom row is reached. This allows to recover the
initial structure of A0.
Zero the last row of a Lidskii submatrix (“zero”): For a singular Lidskii submatrix Lj, let us
show that there exists a constant similarity P so that A˜() = P−1A()P satis?es A˜0 and A0 have
the same structure and the last row of L˜j is identically zero. Since there exists some &k’s so that
Lj[sj; ∗] =
∑sj−1
k=1 &kLj[k; ∗], we apply to A() the similarity
rowa(i) ← rowa(i) − &k rowa(k); (9a)
cola(k) ← cola(k) + &k cola(i) (9b)
for 16 k6 sj and k = i. With arguments similar to those used for “elim”, we obtain the desired
result providing operations analogous to (8) are applied to A() after (9). Note that these techniques
also allow to zero the last row of any submatrix of Lj which has not full row rank.
Swap two entries of a Lidskii submatrix (“swap”): This can be performed by swapping diagonal
entries or Jordan blocks of A0 by means of constant similarities applied to A(). This follows from
the classic fact that for arbitrary square matrices A, B, C, D, E one has P−1diag[A; B; C; D; E]P =
diag[A;D; C; B; E] where
P =


Ia
Ib
Ic
Id
Ie


and P−1 =


Ia
Id
Ic
Ib
Ie


;
a denoting the dimension of the square matrix A, etc.
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4.3. Polynomial reduction via elementary operations
The goal here is to establish that any matrix perturbation can be reduced to a matrix perturbation
with minimal leading Jordan structure by means of a polynomial similarity transform. Such a trans-
form is obtained after a ?nite number of elementary operations “elim”, ”zero” and “swap”. We start
with the matrix counterpart of E(i; h) → E(i; h+1) in (6a).
Theorem 13. For A()∈n, assume that E(A0)=E(i; h) for some (i; h). If E(i; h) = E(i+1) then one can
construct a nonsingular polynomial matrix P() of degree at most 1 so that A˜()=P()−1A()P()
satis<es E(A˜0) = E(i; h+1).
Proof. Note ?rst that A0 is given by (1) with (r1; n1) = (h; i+ 1) and n2 = i. In order for this proof
to handle the case where h = 0 too, we allow r1 to be zero in (1). Let us rewrite the assumptions
in terms of the regularity/singularity of Lidskii submatrices L0, L1, L2. From Corollary 4, these
assumptions imply (10) hereafter:
(k)1 = 0 for 06 k6 r1: (10a)
There exists k ∈{1; : : : ; r2} such that (k)2 = 0: (10b)
The proof can be decomposed into three main steps.
1. Let us show that fully taking advantage of (10) allows to simplify A1 without modifying
structure (1) of A0. We will see that such a reduction relies exclusively on the elementary operations
introduced in the previous section. Assume that the ?rst r0 rows of L1 have full rank. (The simpler
case where they are linearly dependent can be treated using similar arguments.) Since (r1)1 =det L1=0,
one can zero the last row of L1 using the “zero” operation. It follows from (10b) and the de?nition
of the (k)j ’s that at least one of the last r2 entries of the (r0 + r1)th row of L2 is nonzero. Using
“swap”, we can ensure in particular that the (r0+r1; r0+r1+1) entry of Lq (i.e., of the largest Lidskii
submatrix, which contains all the Lidskii submatrices) is nonzero. We write y=Lq[r0+r1; r0+r1+1]
to denote this entry. For 06 j6 r1, let L
( j)
1 be the jth principal submatrix of L1 that contains L0
in its upper left corner. It follows from (10b) that condition (r1−1)1 = 0 now reads det L
(r1−1)
1 = 0,
i.e., the sum (r1−1)1 reduces to a single term. If the ?rst r0 rows of L
(r1−1)
1 are linearly dependent,
set r = 1; otherwise, zero the last row of L(r1−1)1 as done before with L1 = L
(r1)
1 . It follows that
(r1−2)1 =det L
(r1−2)
1 =0. We repeat the process until we ?nd 16 r6 r1 such that the ?rst r0 rows of
L(r1−r)1 are linearly dependent. Such a minimal r will always be found, for L0 is singular according
to (10a). Let us now zero the r0th row of L
(r1−r)
1 by using the “zero” elementary operation. On
the other hand, it follows from r being minimal that at least one of the last r entries of the r0th
row of L1 is nonzero; one can zero r − 1 among these r entries using “elim” and “swap” with the
?rst nonzero entry. We therefore ensure that the (r0; r0 + r1) entry of Lq is nonzero and we write
x = Lq[r0; r0 + r1]. Note that y is not modi?ed by these operations. To summarize, the elementary
operations used so far de?ne a constant similarity transform S that reduces A() to A˜(1)()=S−1A()S
with the following properties: ?rst, A˜(1)0 has the same structure as A0; second, the r0th and (r0+r1)th
rows of L˜(1)q (i.e., of the largest Lidskii submatrix for A˜(1)()) are zero everywhere except for the
(r0; r0 + r1) and (r0 + r1; r0 + r1 + 1) entries, respectively, equal to x and y. (When r1 = 0, (x; y)
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should be replaced with y. When q = 1, we see that “elim” is not used; hence the assumption on
the block size when de?ning “elim” in the previous section.)
2. As a second step, de?ne the nonsingular diagonal matrix
D() = diag[Ir0−1; |Ir1n1−1; |In−r0−r1n1 ]:
This matrix transforms A˜(1)() into A˜(2)() = D()−1A˜(1)()D() with leading matrix having the fol-
lowing structure:
A˜(2)0 =
[
X (2) O
Y (2) Z (2)
]
; Z (2) = J + B;
where X (2) and Y (2) are a priori dense matrices with respective dimensions (r0 − 1)× (r0 − 1) and
(n− r0 + 1)× (r0 − 1). Additionally, J is the nilpotent Jorden structure
J = diag[0; (0n1)r1−1; 0n2 ; 0; (0n2)r2 · · · (0nq)rq] with n2 = n1 − 1
and B is the (n− r0 + 1)× (n− r0 + 1) matrix whose only nonzero rows are rows 1 and r1n1 + 1.
In particular, B[1; (r1− 1)n1 + 2]= x and B[r1n1 + 1; r1n1 + 2]= y, and all the other entries that also
belong to a Lidskii submatrix are zero. This is because of step 1.
3. The third and last step of the proof is to show that the complex matrix Z (2) is similar to the
nilpotent Jordan structure (0n1)r1+1(0n2)r2−1(0n3)r3 · · · (0nq)rq . The nonzero entries of B other than x
and y can easily be zeroed by using the 1’s of the Jordan blocks of J : applying to A˜(2)() the
similarity transform (rowr0 ← rowr0 − & rowj; colj ← colj + & colr0) sets B[1; j + 1] = & to zero,
for the r0th column of A˜
(2)
0 is identically zero. The same applies to the other nonzero row of B,
noting that the (r0 + r1n1)th column of A˜
(2)
0 is identically zero. Thus, the only nonzero entries of
the new B are B[1; (r1 − 1)n1 + 2] = x and B[r1n1 + 1; r1n1 + 2] = y. Since n2 = n1 − 1, we see
that y = 0 and the 0n2 block immediately below merge into a new 0n1 block. On the other hand, if
M = diag[0; (0n1)r1−1; 0n1−1] + C with C zero everywhere except for C[1; (r1 − 1)n1 + 2] = x = 0,
then one can easily ?nd a constant similarity that transforms M into (0n1)r1 . In summary, we have
shown in step 3 that there exists a constant similarity T such that A˜(3)() = T−1A˜(2)()T satis?es
A(3)0 =
[
X (3) O
Y (3) Z (3)
]
; Z (3) = (0n1)r1+1(0n2)r2−1(0n3)r3 · · · (0nq)rq ;
where X (3) and Y (3) are a priori dense matrices with respective dimensions (r0 − 1) × (r0 − 1)
and (n − r0 + 1) × (r0 − 1). The proof follows from writing P() = SD()T and recalling that
(r1; n1) = (h; i + 1) and n2 = i.
An illustration of successive applications of Theorem 13 is given in Fig. 3. Here, the Newton
diagram is the one of our matrix example (3), but it has been assumed that the initial leading matrix
A0 is dense and that its Jordan form is not known from the outset. Nevertheless, we eventually
obtain A˜0 = A
(3)
0 = Jmin.
The result below follows from Section 4.1, Corollary 12 and Theorem 13.
Corollary 14. For all A()∈n one can construct a nonsingular polynomial matrix P() over C of
degree at most n, such that P()−1A()P() is a matrix perturbation with minimal leading Jordan
structure.
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